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ABSTRACT

We have constructed an adiatatlc damgnetiution cryostat 

With a non-fexrroKagietic stainless steel chamber. A single

crystal synthetic ruby was used as the paramagnetic salt. The 

fin^aJ^-ewperature dependance on the applied magnetic field, 

generated by a supercontdicting manee, was investigated. The 

results obtained agree fairly wen W.th an extrewaly simple 

theoretical calculation rf.thin the limits of the theory. 

Tm^teratturos talow 1°K were manured by a auK^UMlitj 

thermoseter using the a-c mthod.

Supepa:on(tauCivp tunnel junctions were evaporated onto 

the flat end of the ruby crystal and attimpt* were made to 

obser▼p the ea^pterips of these junctions at low te^)oraturrs 

Uklng the ruby as a coolant. DfficultieB involved and 

suggestions on iaprovr■entB for future thin—fils experiments 

have been discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 LO« TEMPERATURE PHISICS

Fur the past half century, the field of low temperature 

research han revealed many ne > problem and phenomena. The 

first successful step Ln thLt field was the Liquefaction of 

the permanent gases. Ultimaely, heliuo was liquefied at the 

^mperkture of U.2°K at atmosperic pressure.

One of the pioneers of this field waa Nnast, wtose 

work eientmlly led to the Third Law o^ T^t^^rm^cdyMadi^B. The 

object of Nemes's work was to find a reference point for the 

calcuLation of chem-cal equilibria. Olbioouly, absolute rero 

was clearly the moat suitable condition in woich different 

substances night bo compared w i th each other. It is believed 

that all kinetic mOlon ends and the state of complete rest is 

achieved at absolute aero. Neramt also concluded that it is
Q

not the energy butt the entropy that ianLthet at T-C K. With 

this dsd concept, problem of spe:ific heat and aero point free 

energy took a new stand. After the introduction of quantum 

theory, many more phsL»a phenomena were explained. Phenomenon 

such as the specific heat of solids at low temperatures was rnde 

clear by giuattzation of the lattice vibrations. Low temperature
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resiarch not only plays a largi part in thi investigation of thi 

lxistitg problems in solid stati physics but it has also brought 

up some niw and strangi p^nomne such as scp•rconddcC-vity and 

s^^p^irii^d d.ty which seen to bi coeppeiely dLvorcid from any 

othir m^if^s^ltn^i^Gn of thi laws of phases.

1.2 lEdETT AND PAST DIVELIOPMftMTS OF LW TMPPEQATUJRE SOUKES

Thi Third Lu» of TherrodjpnMmcs (1) statis that it is 

Ln{Plalell by any prociduri no mater how idializi<' i to riduci 

any system to thi absoluti ziro of trapsraturi in a finiti 

num^r of opmtions. In spits of this statement, sciintists 

mi ovir thi rorld havi triid by oni neims or arnthir to riduci 

thi tim]p»raturi as closi to absoluti ziro as p^as^ibli. Following 

thi LiLqclfactLot of hiL.uim at atrcspheric pressure, tlm]p‘raturea 

.i thi ordir of 1°K rare o^ain^ fa^rLy sasily by riducing thi 

surfaci vapour pressuri of thi liquid through eec)hst.cal pum>iLng« 

thiriby riKuvin.g bobs of thi mire inergelic mleculis from thi 

system. It Ls to bi notid ho raver, that thi phrsical requirements 

on thi pump sizi placi this lowir liB-t on thi tieipiraurea that 

can bi achiivid by this method.

As sarly as thi 1930's, thi mams of attaitLng timjpuraturis 

below 1°K ran dlscovirid. The first proposO. for a niw method 
mts piblin^d in 1926, itdlilndently by Deby1 (2) and ft.auqra O). 

In 19J>, thi lxierieental results of this method weri riportid 

sL.Bcl-atlluJly from Bjrkel^ (^)» Leidin (5) and (^ford (6).

Tds method is now known as thi process of adiabrtic dolaagnttiurtilt
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or nggneic cooling. With this methodv temperature attainments 

in the order of ^lHdegrees were reported as applied to certain 

paramag^teic sa.ts.

Cther mmthods of obtaining low include

adiabatic mggnrtiuation of superconductors (7), melMaooaloric 

effect in liquid helium II (8), and more recently developed 

ot(es such as He^ and ^clear ^miggtttsuatioe (9) which gi^ 

tempratures as low as 0.JOK and 2x10*5 °k r^^ti^ly.

1-3 PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS OF LOW TEMPERATURE SOURCES

In CLL of the above mentioned Mt ho da of obtaining

low tempest lures it may be appreciated that the number of 

substances which can be used as a cooling agent is limited. 

Ths is rtpM:lLaLy true if the substance is to be used to cool 

another normaiy uamiitable material which rrqlU.ret ieveatigaticM 

at such reduced temperauuM. Problems of therma contact and 

isolation are introduced which further complcate the raaaurment 

and interpretation of temPrature observations on systems below 

1°K.

1.4 AI>£ OF THIS THESIS •

In this thesis, we are interested it attaining temperaices 

of about 0.3°K with reasonable and wth economy and simpicity

in the cotatrictiot of appcurrtua. To this end we have chosen the 

method of magenc coiling, using a paramagneic salt sm er fired 

by a tupr^cotducting mag^te^. A ruby crystal was chosen as the 

active paramag^teic salt for these drMggtttiaatiot experiments. 

Such a crystal, initially employed it a laser system, w» readily 



■^liable for experimentation* Th.s choice was made for the 

following reasons* Experiments by other observers had been 

reported on the paramagnetic propprtiea of such a mate-iial Whan 

used as a thermometer b^Low 1°K (10). In view of thia, it res 

felt that its investigation as an active dmggntilz■ticn 

coolant wnUld be profitable, espiTia-ly after consideration 

of the high thermal conductivity characterisics of ruby at 

low ttqpetatureB. The aim of the thotriLe, therefore, was to 

study the ttmperatuir-m■glntic field ctaatateeiltice of such a 

substance When used as the active coolant in a deimagntiiMRtlon 

cryostat. toother aim, inspired by the geometry of the anal- 

able crystal, was the possible study of tunneling phenomena 

in thin-filln superconductor fabrications which ri.ght readily 

be attached to the crystal.



CHAPTER II

TtTEOlI QF PARAMAGNETIC COOLING

2.1 PARAM AQVETISM

Subtances With a positive sMaaptilbLLty are called 

purwMgnetica. The magnetic suacaptiLbliiy per unit volume 

La defined as: 

(2.1)

share H La the manneix mossent per un.i volume or the ■Magne

tization and H La the Maneiic field intensity.

Electronic puramapietiaa La found in:

(L) many atoms and »oie:i^Uiei pxsseesing an odd

nuster of electrons since the total spin of 

such a system can not be aero.

(ii) many free atoms and ions with a partly filled 

inner sham.

(iii) metds in s ich puruuupeeiua arises from con

duction electrons.

2.1a THE LAKLUHiH-DEBIE THECRT OF PARAMAGNETISM

The atomic theory of paramiagietiim connoting ths

muDeetzation with the psrs^unslt magneic mcanMing of the 

mlacuUas or ions was first developed by Langurix on the

5
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bais of classical theory. This theory was extended by Debye 

into a quantum necChialcal or theoretical form.

In classical theory, the interaction between the maundc 

dipoles is assumed to be weak and these dipoles also assumed 

to be freely rotating so that the field Ln which a given 

dipole finds Itself is equal to the applied field H The 

resulting maagneic cement f per unit volume is t hen given as

(2.2)

where k is foltzmiw'e constant, T is the t -»r*rrture in degrees 

KeeVn, N is the number of maundc dipole m'sents, u, per wait

volume and is the Langevin function wlhLch is

(2.3)

If pH«kTt ^tuition (2.2) reduces to

(2.4)

or (2.5)

p here is of the order of one Bohr ma-cneton, so at room temp
le

erature and a field of 10 gauss we have
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(2.6)

Thus, for norrnlly awd-lable ragnetic fields, the above 

is ^tirfirt except at very low ^^peraaurea. We 

note that eqimtion (2.5) indicates that

(2.7)

where C is a constant known as the Cu^ie Contint. Eqution 

(2.7) is known as the Curie Law.

In quantum theory, the permanent mgneeic dipoles of 

a given atom or ion is not freely rotating but are restricted 

to a finite set of orientations relative to the applied field. 

The passible compote ns of the ^1^^^ moamnt are

J here is the total an(nUllr momentum quantum numbbr, is the 

Bohr mm e ton and g is the Lande g factor or the spectroscopic 

splitting factor which is given as 

(2.8)

where S and L are spin and orbital quantum sesbbrs respectively. 

The potontH energy V of a dipole of mornmnt p in a field 

n ia
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(2.9)

Ttaiii, th« energy of a Mgnetic dipole rtth a component

“lon« H “^j^b^* According to Baltmarnn statistics the

total manttiJuatiot is

(2.10)

In order to obtain a simpler expression for equation (2.10), 

we may consider two cases.

Case 1: <<kT. In this case (2.10) reduces to

or (2.11)

Ths is identical to equation (2.5) except that the total. mannHc 

moment p _ associated with J is now given byJ

(2.12)

Henne, the CaudLe Law holds in this range of temperatures even in 

quantus theory.
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Case 2t At low te^pm^tureR wh.-re HjgUjjH is co^mrable to kT, 

we crn not use the rpprojd.mrion rs in Case 1. fepution (2.10) 

then reduces to

(2.1J)

Wie^ Bj(J^gPgH/kT) is ralleW the BHTIqh-.h funjtien rad ia 

defined by

(2.14)

Cn extending thLa theory, Weles took into consideration 

the interaction between the mgneeic dip>les rnd returned that 

the totrL field experienced by these dipoles when rn externrL 

mrnetic field is eppl-ied mist include r tern which is propor

tional to the ragnettLution of the subatrnce, thrt is.

(2.15)

Where H is the Uwese ^ootesulrr field (totrL field), H_ is the■ r
oppMed field rnd D is the Wee^is field constrnt which depends on 

the geometry of the substsnce. Now if we consider the suscepti

bility just rboYe the Curie ttKil»^atu^e below Wh.ch the eattrt.nl 

becomes r ftr]O>Btgnet rnd p)8tultte thrt the Cude Lrw holds, the 

totri field is the cun of the rpplied field rnd the field due to

eattrt.nl
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the mugettration. Hence,

(2.16)

Thus
(2.17)

Tide gives a non-zero ragnetijzition for zero applied field at 

the Curie point given by

(2.18)

and ia known as the Curie-Wwisa Law.

2.2 PARAMAGNETIC COCLING

2.2a THERM3DnijAMIC5

A low temperature thermodynamic system ia chl^rlcteriztri 

not only by low energy but also by low entropy. For any refrig

eration process, a writing substance ia needed whose entropy 

depends both on the temperature and on an external variable 

parameterT Thus the entropy of the writing substance can be 

decreased by varying the paramter itothermlly. Tds means 

that the temperature dependent pari of the entropy remins 

constant. Supjpjse the decrease in entropy, due to the variation 

of the paraneeer, is LS, then the amount of beat AQ removed from 

the substance is

(2.19)
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wh«ere T is the ^mperatur1 of the sulb tatcr during the variation. 

Now, if the param ter is varied it the o^j^p^o^j^'te direction 

e^iabaa^ca^lly, the entropy of thr wtole system, l.e., thr writing 

substance, rem!ts constant. In order for the systim to achievr 

therm! equilibrCu■, part of thr entropy dur to thr temperature— 

dependence rest be givee to that of thr parameter part. This 

shift of entropy wil be accompanied by a fall it temperature 

of thr wtols system

The concept of the above my be illustrated clearly Wth 

the aid of a tem>eratiure-entxo>py (T-S) diagram as shown in 

Fig. 1. Here P^, Pg, Pp and P^ are curves of constant external 

parameer. If we vary the parameter from P^ to P^ at temperature 

Tj, the entropy of the system Wl! decrease from Pp to S^> Now, 

if thr parameter is varied back to Pf ldiateltcaaly, the entropy 

of the system remains unchanged at S? but the temperature wil 

be decreased from T* to Tf. It this way the temperature of a 

wnrkfng substance can be decreaMd if a suitable corresponding 

external paramrtsr is found. Ths rapid drop of thr higher curves 

Pf and Pg is due to thr fact that the entropy is zero at absolute 

zero according to ^^81^ Law.

2.2b PARAM ACGNIETIC SALTS

Ths use of paramagteic salts as thr worlking substance 

for temperature reduction was proposed itdrprtdtmily by Debye (2) 

and Giauque (3) La 1926. They pointed out that some dilute 

pl:ra■anttic salts cat be used af thr working substance because 

the magte^lc Lots in thr lattice are relatively far apart, so
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Figure 1. Eitropy vs. Tetmerature
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that toolr1 Lntcracticn to erg to, are very smai cornjrar^ to the 

th«rn^ijL energy at about 1°K. Htrnce, toe spatoal orientation is 

saill randomly distributed and the entropy is considerable. If 

an external magneto field is used as the parameter and if the 

potential energy of the magneto ions in the field is comparable 

to the thermal energy at that tempperLttura, m>st the spina

of these ions are oriented paaraiel to the applied field. Thus 

the magneto entropy of the salt is lowered noticeably. We 

therefore, see that if a peremannCic salt is "ag>Ptized iso- 

thermaiy and dnmegneised adia^atica-ly, the total entropy o^ 

the salt is decreased and the temperature of the salt should be 

expected to fall, because some of the lattice entropy is being 

shifted to the magneto part.

Det us now consider a spwlfic salt such as pink ruby 

in which the paramagneic ions are Cr“ . The free chromium
II

ions is in a ' F state, but due to the compote quenching of the 

orbital levels (11) at He tempeaaures, the effective state 

would then be “S. This four-fold ground level is split by the 

ftryrftB^lllLtt Stark splitting into two foamers douM-ete (12), a 

dL■t^enCc b epe•t, whore b « O.382u cm"1 (13). These too spin 

doubbeto have levels of spin magneto quantum nuratber + 3/2 and 

♦ 1/2 along the trigonal ads. These magneto romanns have been 

verified by experiment (1U). In applying a magneto field of 

few thousand gauss these douubets are split into singlets by 

Zeeman spotting and the energy between the lowest and the 

Ughest level is at least that of the thermal energy kT, at 

heliim temperatures.
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Axording to Dnria (15), the zero field susceptibility 

per unit volume of single-cryatal synthetic ruby is given

(2.20)

N here is the ramber of Cr^* ions per unit volume rad a is the 

energy separation of the Kramers doubbies. This expression may 

be expanded to obtain

(2.21)

which is the Curts—Weess Law. For an applied mlanetic field 

pa^Uel to the C-—arts of the ruby crystal, A > 0.214°K (16). 

In obtaining (2.20), Dirts assumed that the + 3/2 level lies 

lowest in Cr> and that the co^nc Miration of Or5* ions is smE.

In view of (2.21), in the liquid helium temperature region, 

the suisjieptbblity of ruby follows the Curie Law rtth very little 

deviation but at temperatures compara>le to a, the Curie—Weeas

Law mist be used.

2.2c FINALTEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE ON INITIAL TEMPERATURE

AND APPLIED MAJNETIC FIELD

From equation (2.21), it is clear that the lowest temp<Nrature 

that can be obtained by this method is 0.21A K. Below this, the 

substance becomes a ferrommet• Tihs, of course, is not the only 

factor wtolch governs the final tempwature for a given initial 

temperature and m^anet^ic field. If we observe the T—S diagram
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(ng. 1) cl°B«:Ly, for te^teratiurea wed below 0>t th* entropy 

depends very IKU1 on the external paraneter and thwe the 

working substance loses its effectiveness as a good coolant 

below thLs pyint. Hence, tM.s cbirrc^eratie te^jerat^e 0^ 

governs the final temperature as weH.

In the above section we required a saLt whose energy 

level separation should be bmC.]L ccoere'd to the therma energy 

when th ■ ■ re is no field applied. Otherwise the salt is not very 

effective as a coolant for very low tem>eraaures. In our case, 

the separation of the Kramers douUlets in ruby is about one-third 

of the thermal energy during ergntiLzCion. Even though thia does 

not met the above requirement very v«U, there exist some 

pr ■ per ties (see Ctapter IV) of ruby which are desirable in our 

experiment.

If the ruby is placed in a KannUc field H, the Kramers 

toubbets are spilt into four singlets w ■ ich are rlproKLmaely 

U-gH apiart. Due to the smCLL field used in our case (4000 gauss), 

the separation between the highest and the lowest Levels is 

w^<Kre T± is the tem>elrcture (T^ U5^) diuri^ 

magnetisation- Thus the distribution function can be expressed 

by the BoidinriH button and hen ice the entropy is determined

by the ratio of If, after deis liuntisation the finaL

tewo<orature T_ obtained is of the order of © , the entropy is

determined by the ratio As the entropy resins constant

during d<tsaanntiLZlrion, we have
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(2.22)

Therefore,
(2.25)

If the field io applied along the c-ad^is, g is apprcnX-

■■t ly 2 for the Cr ions in ruby. By substituting the nuocrlcal 

constants k, , and g into equation (2.23) it reduces to

(2.24)

where H is in kilo-oersteds.

From the parsMkgnee.ic resonance data on ruby by Maiejncov 

and Prokhorov (13), the separation of the Kramers douuiets is 

6 « .3824 cn"\ It is then r easonable to as-sune thj^ when the 

thermal energy is equal to the separation of the doubbits, the 

ruby loses its effectiveness as a coolant. Thus we can set kO^ 

equal to the separation. If this value of 0^ is then substituted 

into equation (2.24) we obtain

(2.25)

From this, we ay predict the final temperature of the ruby Fe

an ad’H abetic demguntiiHrtlon process.
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2.5 THERMOMETRY

In order to construct a thermometer it is necessary to 

■tart wth some reference paints. There are quite a few such 

standard fiXed—point which are used. At atmusohteric pressure, 

pototo used arei 15J6°K, toe freezing point of gold; 575°K. 

the toiling poi^ of rotor; 275°K» the toeezing point of writer; 

4»22°K, the toiltog point of to^id heliim; 2.19°K, the lambda pt. 

of helium, and many other intermediate pitots. With these 

reference points, it is possible to construct and calibrate 

a therao■eetuI.

There are many types of therwuweers. The ones Which 

are mist commnly used arei gaseous and resistance therm)mettra, 

thermiccoiples and vapour pressure of some gases. TherlKCouuPes 

are often used in the high temperature region. Gas eheImolmters 

in the intermediate region and resistance and vapour pressures 

are used in the intermediate and low temperature ragion. At 

very low temperturea, the vapour pressure of helium is so smH 

that it is useless as a ther»oimeer. Cmnsequeeiniy other mens 

mist be applied.

After the development of the Ciude Law. it was found 

that many plra■ma;nntic salts foltow this law to very low teap- 

wtoures. Hence, by ««Hing use of toe Cur to tow^*- . . to to 

possible to ClLibrlet the ■iM<t’PtLbiley of a param^lnntic salt 

tom^atufe^ totrorn 1-4.2OK and toen use to as a to«momter 

below 1°K by extrapolating the calibration curve to lower temp

eratures. Subtseqqeeniy, the corresponding eem>®e•aturt may be
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deduced if the s^i^(^(^j^tii^iility belo>w 1°K is known. S'ince no 

puru*kaneric substance follows the Cur.e Law perfectly down 

to absolute zero, a correction mist be made to the Ctuie-Weeas 

Law at very low trmt|raUureB.



CHAPTER HI

APPARATUS

3.1 ADIABATIC DEMAGNETISATION CRTOSTAT

Ths fital daimagattutCoa cryostat dssCgn is as shown in 

Fig. 2. With rtferrtcr to thLs figure and starting the armcriptiot 

from thr Cttidt, we have a high-raduim chamber La which thr ruby 

crystal is situated. Fitted tightly outside the chamber is a pair 

o^ mUuul inductance masuremott coils wound oa a plexiglas coil 

form (set FCg. 5)» I■mdialtly outside thtsr cods is the super

conducting magiet (solenoid) which is also wound oa a plexiglas 

cod form (set Fig. 5)« Tiirn ianrr system, which will be described 

in mors de1ta.l later Ct thLs chapter, is surrounded by a 

tiona ttrip-sC.i▼«•ed liquid helUim dewar and liquid nitrogen 

dswea*, both of the standard glass type. The liquid hrliim dewar 

is cotnisctrd through a 6-inch pumping liae to a rotary pump 

(Edwards High Vacuum, Mdel ISC3000) Wth a rated pumping speed 

of 2,830 litres per ■.nuCe. With this pump it w» possible 

to reduce thr tem>eraturs of thr helium b^th to about MK by 

reducing thr vapour pressurr of thr liquid helium. The hsliim 

bath temperature would bs contnoLLW over tht range I*4 - <2^ 

Wth the aid of a 1-iach Vecco VlLir ia series with the pumping 

lint. a carbon rtsCsUnct heater w» also 1^11^^ La thr

19



Figure 2. Denmgnetization Cryostat
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helium bath for further temperature control.

5.2 TEMPERATURE MEUSURjJtENT DEVICES

In these experim<mta, two t^e^q^ien^lture m^e^i^wrme^^t deuces 

were used. Over the normal range helium bath te^m^e^er^t^tu^i^is,

vapour pressure therrmomtry was em>loyed with the aid of a 

standard mercury mnonter (see Fig. 5 and 8) and Bureau of 

Standa-s prnssurn-teMpereturn conversion tables (17). Tiese 

ieqppe*atu^e8 as wCLL as temperature levels below 1°K could also 

be m>nntored wth the aid of a peramegnnic suls:<ntii’bliiy 

therms ameer.

In a peremegtCic suiseeptbblity thexmometer of the 

type described below, temperature changes in a pe:remennetic 

specimen may be related to the Mutual inductance changes when 

this specimen is coupled to a mutual inductance system. The 

relationship between mutul inductance and suts:<ntiibiLLiy - 

a linear one — has been adequately described by de Klerk (18) 

and (19) and the derivation will subsequently be

omitted here. Muual inductance mmsuremtmts may be made on 

such a peremen>ne^je specimen over a known region of temperature 

and such temperature cha•aettci8tics can be extrapolated to 

lower regions if the sutscetibility cheratieiitics cf the specimen 

are known.
Tn these experi■entt., an a-c mutual inductance bridge 

(0x7008^08, Inc. M. 155B) of the Hartshorn type wan employed 

as shown schnmeically in Fig. U In this diagram, C? is a 

continuous variable billt-i! inductance, R is the resistance in 

the circuit, S is the steci■et under investigation, SG is tho



Figure 3. Vacuum System

ru r\j



Figure h. Alternating Current Hartshorn Bridge
ro
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auidio fre^qUency generiator and —— is the pdr of m^tuQ ^ducfcance 

coils used in measuring the change in sunceepibillty of the 

specinen. An i8ciliolM:oxe G (Solertron CD1D04.2) is used as 

the bridge null detector. By balancing the bridge at different 

temperature, the relative change in mrtual inductance and 

consequently suls;<tPiiblity may be obtained. The bridge has a
I.

resolution of better than 8xl0 ph in the range 0 to 2Q0)plh. A 

more detailed description the electronics and operation of

this bridge has been given by Lawrence (19).

O1 •- coinists of two concwnrrceally wound coils - a 

primary and a secondary - on a 4 1/4” long plexiglas coil form 

which fits tightly outside the high-vacuum chamber. The secondary 

is divided into three parts. The sections at the two ends are 

wound in ip]p»S.tiit to the mi-section. The total length and 

number of turns of the ends are axplr»XimCely equal to that of 

the odd-section. This is desirable because it eliminates the net 

mrtuuaL inductance between the coils in the absence of the salt 

and thus maciimzes the observable changes when the salt is included. 

The primary onsets of 1390 turns of #36 copper w.re and the 

secondary has 560 turns in the mdi8<tctiit and 257 turns at each 

end. In order to eliminate tho drift of the bridge due to the 

vapi Cm of resistance of the leads down the cryostat w.th 
temperature during the experia^t, leads of constant resistance 

(#36 K^ama wire) are used. Also, resistors were placed in series 

with the primary and secondary coils to mask out any further change 

in resistance
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5*5 SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET

Suporc nduuting ■ilk—in■claitd cold—worked niobium Mire 

war used in the construction of the superconducting magnet (solenoid)• 

5300 turns of #36 niobium Wire were wound on a plexiglas coil form 

of 1 1/^" in ^Metor and 3 1/4w I1 len^h wHch can to fitted 

outside the mutual inductance coils. It mrs necessary to keep not 

only the solenoid below the heli urn-bath level but also the niobiim 

leads proceed.Ing from the solenoid to the power supply. This 

latter step tliminattd the txcelssivt joule—heat generation that 

would otherwise occur in the norml-estate niobium With the flow 

of large supply currents The nioblam leads were therefore 

ccn^<tcttd below the heliim-bath level to copper input leads, Which 

in turn were connected to external *0 volt-25 amp regulated power 

supply (Typ^-Hfianrison Lj brainy Inc., foddl 5«0AA, through Koovar 

feed-through leads on top of the cryostat.

totri^mttal joule-heat generation could still be produced, 

however, by high contact resistance between the copper and niobium 

Mres. In this respect, it has been shown (20) thot joule^est 

generation at such contacts can initiate travelling iem>•eraturt 

wave along the niobiim wWich, if not sufficiently dissipated by the 

heliim bath, can destroy the su;. ere ondiwcivity of the solenoid at 

current values n.uch lower than anticipated by Silsbee lim.t. In 

order to obtain the highest critical current through the solenoid, 

this contact reaistance was minim-sed by the method tmd■cytd by 

Aider (21). That is, the niobium wires fror the solenoid were 

spot-welded to two short 0.020” platinum Wires following Which the
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wire. «r. aott-ooldered to th. eopp.r l„d. COBUg down 

fro. th. top of th. cryo.tet. The., led, conBlat of twlB /30 

copp.r wir*. th. Konr lead-through connector to a point

•b ut halfway down th. dew with olngl. #30 copper wire, 

proceedin from this point to the platinum wires. Besides the 

spot-welding to reduce the contact resistance , thin copper fins 

were tt-.clied to the Junction of niobium and platinum wires to 

dissipate any Joule-heat generation remaining at the joint. With 

this arrangement, a maximum "quenching" current of 10-11 asps 

would be obtained, with a resulting maximum field of 4000 gauss 

is the solenoid. Such fields could be monitored with the aid of 

a Hall-Effect fluxmeter (Type-Bell "2l*0" Incremental Gaussmeter) 

and external longitudinal probe.

}.*» EXPERIMENTAL LOW-TEMPERATURE, HIGH-VACUUM CHAMBER

In const rue ting thi i chamber, creful consideration was 

given to the choice of the material because it met be a good 

thermal conductor and a non-ferromagnetic material at low temperatures. 

A good thermal conductor is required as it mat be able to conduct 

the heat of magnet! nation to the heliur bath quickly while the salt 

is being bi gnetized. A non-ferromagnetic material is necessary 

otherwise the mutual inductance measurements would be offset. With 

these problems in rind, a thin-walled (0.010”) seamless stainless 

steel tubing of 1" O.D., 1/2’’ length *^th similar material

for top and bottom flanges, has been used (see Fig. 5). These 

flanges were sliver-soldered on so that no ferromagnetic properties 

were introduced in the soldering process. The flange at the bottom



Figure 5

ru
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of the chamber has the sane diaroter as the chamber itself so that 

the pleXLglas inductance coil form may slide on it tightly. The 

flange at the top is 1 3/4" in diameter W.th six evenly distributed 

threaded h>les (see Fig. 5)* At the open end of the chamber a 

maching flange was bolted to the top flange of the chamber by six 

screws W.th an indium O-ring as a vacuum seal. Through this 

remorable flange, three thin-walled (0.012”) stainless steel 

tubings, size l/4", 1/8", 1/16” O.D., w«ere soldered. The upper 

ends of these tubings were led through, and also soldered to, the 

cryostat top plate (see Fig. 6a). The 1/4" tubing was used as 

the pulping line for the chamber; the 1/8" tube, sealed at the 

top W.th a Kovar lead-through, provided a means for electrical 

leads (,‘4^ copper Wires) to enter the chambbr. Finaaiy, the 1/16" 

tube was connected to an ionization pressure gauge.

The pum>» used for the vacuum chamber coisisted of a

2 1/2!" oil diffusion pump (Tyr e-Edwfurda High Vacuum, Mdel B02) 

and a backing pump (Type-Weech, todel 1*KO) with a puling speed 

of 21 litres/eccond.

The design of the mac King flange mentioned above had two 

dir^d^vatagas and consequcmtly it wes replaced by a new one. The 

disadvanitages were that induced persistent current’s mageeic 

fluxes in the superconihicting indium ring caused erroneous nutuhl 

inductance readings. Further, the puling line to the ionization 

gauge »8 too constricted and seriously reduced the effective 

pum^ping speed at the sam^e chamber.



Figure 6a. Top Plate and Removable Flange

Figure 6b. Final Design of Removable Flange

Figure 6c. End of Ruby Crystal with Thin-Films
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In order to oTercc^Be these difficulties, only a singi*
X

l/4” O.D. sieitLtss steel tubing was finally used (see Fig. 7), 

both as the high vacuum pumping line and the ini jane of ^ltciriee'L 

lead inlet. The electrical leads, intended for thin-fim 

experiaeens, were taken through the Komar lead->tlro>ugh (see 

Fig. 7) to the external equipment of the type discussed by Dynes 

(22) • To seal ths chaSeer, a tadfe-edge on the new removable 

flange was used to contain an alumimm gasket (see Fig. 6b and 5). 

On top the plate which seals the hdius dew«ar, the 1 igh vacuum 

puling LLCc is increased from 1/4” to 1/2". The belld>ws shown 

on the puling line (see Fig. 8) prodde an eesy means of removing 

the inner chamber system w.th the glass denars in situ. The 

pressure of ths inner chamber system is me sored by the ionisation 

gauge and read on a mter (Type-Edwards High Vacuum Ionization and 

Pireti Vacuum Gauge, Mdel 1) (see Fig. 8). The cccILc valve just 

above the bellows is used as the heliim exchange gas inlet during 

manneluaiot•

3.5 RUFY CRYSTAL AMD ITS SUP1CRT

The ruby cry^d (see Fig. 5) used is pink and has a 

cy^LLtdHcal shape with dimensions 2 inch x 1/4 inch diemt<nr. It 

weighs approoximaely 5 grams and the m^netjc ion (Cr^O^) cdncen- 

tretiot is about 0.0% by weeght. Ruby was chosen as perameDneic 

salt for this experiment became it possesses three important and 

dsslrab^ pr • perties as a c^lett bdew 1°K (16h

(1) chem.c<aL and pl^yicd siabiliiy.

(2) good thermal conductor.

(3) adequate thermal contact between it and any metallic
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Figure 8. Complete Experimental Apparatus
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therm! links.

To support the crystal in the centre if the chamber. a 

squUrrel cage centering device is used (see Fig. 5). The cup 

holding the crystal, the stem and the centering rings are nvde 

of nylon. This matrral wan chosen because it is a very poor 

thermal conductor and good therms! insulation is needed duHng 

and foLLoowing delmagetiLZltiIe proc®«5K. Tiis thin stem was used 

to daUze p^issLbLe heat leaks. The three eoe—fera)naneric 

stainless steel rods along the generator of the cage are used 

to give rigidity to the holder. The holder was aide such thnt 

it can olide into the chamber eaWLly and yet have Little or no 

mvoment lateraLly. TlhLa rigid support is desirable since 

vibrations of the crystal can Increase the aaoount of heat influx.

3.6 SUPIRCcNDUCTING THIS-FUMS

Besides ■gneetzing the ruby crystal With different fields 

it w^js also our aim to attempt to evaporate thin superconduudve 

tunn >1 jiu>nH ons at the end of ths crystal and examine then at 

low temperatures using the ruby as the cooling agent. To dm>osite 

the films, the ends were first cleaned W.th Ajax cleanser and 

following the standard dentition procedures (23), an AL-AlgO.-Pb 

superconducting barrier junction w^is deposited on one end of the 

crystal as shown in Fig. 6c. The electrical circuit to the thin- 

filas was deleted with the aid of ffhO copper w.res proceeding 

down the cryostat end attoched to the film w-th ^dium ^l^r.

nv.de


CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

^.1 performance of magnet and mutual inductance coils

4.1a MAGNET

The first method used to sake the contact between the 

copper leads and the nioblun Wires onto thin coppier relation 

fins wa by means of screws and mts, soft—soldering the ends of 

the copper Wires directly onto the fins. Due to the poor contact 

between the niobium wire and the fin, a Maximum d-c current of 

only 5 amp® could be applied before the wire at the Junction 

became norml and burned off. Th.s problem was overcome by spot

welding as maetioned in Ctepter III. The maximum d-c qinMnclhing 

current which can be applied Wth this arrangement is above 

10 amps This arrangement also desirably reduced the heliim 

tool-off rate during »fpnet operation.

4.1b MUTUAL INDUCTANCE KEA -UREMENTS

The final mtual inductance measuring circuit appeared 

to be qtu.te stable and accurate under operating conddtions. To 

ensure this result it was necessary to keep to a minisum any 

relative chafes in the resistance of the bridge circuit that 

wauld result from the falling liquid helium level within the 

cryostat. In this particular bridge circuit any such large 

chang.. - if permitted to occur - could introduce a _ false change 

in tte appwent n^ua! inductance reaciing, even when the tem)erattre

3*



of th« parajMgnot^ rnlt m^a kept constant at k.2°K, This pxurtble 

source of error was eliminated in the final design by the use of 

"riTwaotui" (>36 Karaa constant resistance leads to the

miUtud inductance coils, in aeries m.th 3000 ohm stable resistances 

located in the external circuit. With this final design the 

spurious chane of apparent mrtual with liquid helium level was 

found to be negligible. Drft effects attributed to the external, 

circuitry was estimated to be within 1$. .

It should be noted that all mtual inductance Boaauurrrmts 

were made With the magiet input leads disconnected. Tile mas done 

to avoid any spurious coupling between the mutual inductance circuit 

and the magiet circuit that wculd affect the ap - arent miuual 

inductance reading.

4.2 DEMONETIZATION MEASUREMENTS

A full descripticm of the steps and precautions required 

during adiabatic demgntaiMtion does not appear to exist in the 

liaeratura, let us consider three in detfai.1 os applied to our 

ex^t^i^^imeitt}. We have a paramLgnnaic salt located in a v? cvum 

chamber which itself is iMmersed in liquid helius. By letting 

heliim exchange gas into the chamber, the gas acts as a heat 

cotdlu:tltg medium which coole the salt to the ^^eratw^ of the 

heliim bath. When this condition has been attained, the magcet 

is s^tc^ on and the heat of Mantai•zation gMrnUri in the 

salt is mllowed to diMi-pate through the octaw gas to the 

heliirn teth. Thia ^Mironds to the iM>tlermal process mUm*
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In the prertoua chapter. The heliun gaa ia then pulped out 1 Amri ng 

the Ma>t therM].ly ienlat.ed in the vacuum chaaber. The m^pet la 

then turned off. Thia la the a&latatlc demgnet:tiM^1tion atep.

Before proceeding w.th a delmagetluktioe experim^n^ 

however, a very uaefuL and neceaaary preliminary experiment ahould 

be performed if metaL vacuum chambers are emloy®d. MutudL 

Inductance experiment* ahould be Bade down to the pulped heH »»■ 

low teeperatu^e range to determine Wiether or not unddeirable 

ferromtgletic transltiona occur in the chamber uteri-al over theae 

tempeattu-ea. When tHa teat was carried out by ua it wae found 

that in the absence of the aalt the mittisaL inductance remained 

unchanged aa ahown in FLg. 9 and hence it was concluded that no 

wnddeirable feaaoglma;etIe materiaLa were preaent in the chambbr.

It haa been auggeated by White (24) that during magnetization 

the helium exchange gaa preaaure ahould be approximaely 10 me. of
_j

Hg If it ia above 10 mm, the heat leak after demaneteLuatioe 

may be large and if below 10 mm. the heat of mggetelJ^tioe may 

not be removed efficiently. In thia experiment, we found that, in
-4 -JtHa reaper t, exchange gaa preaaurea between 7x10 and 10 ram.

of Hg gave the beet reailta. We found that 10 to 15 minutoa operation 

w^h theae exchange gaa preaaurea was atfflcltee for the removal 

of the heat of M^MeiMtion. following thia 8

m.i.u.. w<>re Mq^^d to evacuato t-e chamber to a preaaure of 

^?X~in~5 m. of tyg. At tUa presaure, tornl to^l^itm 

appear^ to be rie^ut*. for aftor dwMgn^znUcrn the fto^. toB^ 

wtore aa TO^to^ by the mutual todwctow^ bridge atmtintd
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unchanged for at least 5 ttiia ^Lbc meant. that the heat

leak t^hro>ugh t he thin jt<» supporting the raby and down ^e

stainless steel pumping tube mis reasonably smll.

A typical experimental, curve which indicates the calibra

tion and the final temperature obtained after demannetzation is 

shown in Fig. 9, The points in the temperature range of 1.5-4»2°K 

(!»••• O.J&-D.667°h 1 on the 1/T sca,e) are used in the calibration. 

It can be seen cl early that in IULs region, the experimental suscept

ibility obeys the Curie Law qinte wU., Fig. 9 also shows that the 

final temperature reached by using a field of 4 kilo-gatsa is O.48°K. 

Ths final temperature in this instance was calculated by extrapola

tion based on a Ciude-Law stscepPlbilLly relationship. (Ths, of 

course, is not the true absolute temp<erature and a correction mist 

be »d» as rill be indicated in the following section). The 

atlseppibiility reading at this point m» measured rithin 1 minute 

after the magnet mis switched off. Th.s time delay was sufficiently 

long to assure thermal equilibrium since the apit-lallLce relaxation 

time of ruby is smII ("k'IO” sec.) (25) and since at this tempera

ture ruby is a very good thermal conductior.

4.2a TEMPERATURE CORRECTION USING DAVIS’ RELATION

teris* relation for at^s::epPlbilily and temperature was given 

in Cluiptei XI by equation (2.20). Tiis equation reduces to the 

same form as the Curie-Weess Law wldch wwms that at low t^eratwiw 

the st8Cnptibilit--tem>erattre relaticrn deviates from the Cu^n Law. 

Conwqu^Uy, a correction must be rode to the final temperatow 

rttai^ .boT. as calculated fro. the Curio reUti^M^ By nm-ml- 

the .ut^tinna (2-20) and (2.7) at U2°K, both the Daria and CutI. 
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ctaracteriatics my be plotted as shown in FLg. 10. From these 

the fLncL tiue ^tootate trm>prature8 iecched in the

w^ri^mta can be by picking the cor^n^d-i^

temoerature on the Darts Curve when a certain is given on the

C^e, (i.e., on Cn*^ Curve corresponds to O.52°K

on Dais Cure),

A plot of the fincl-rMprraturr versus the manneic field 

applied is shown in Fig. 11, On the same figure, the theoretical 

curve calculated from equation (2.25) 1® also plotted. From the 

Torn of (2.25),

c 

c

(2.25).
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woUd appear to go to infinity at H=0 and to zero for large H. 

Ths obviously can not be the case because if H«0 the finaL temp

erature should be T^ar^. Farther, if H is Large, saturation effects 

due to the ordering of the spins in the systm and the constant 

lattice entropy which is not affected by the field would limit the 

lowest obtainable temper1 tture. These asym’ptoic effects show up 

very clearly in Fig. 11 as the two curves intersect each other at 

low values of H and at high values of H, (4 kilo-gauM), the theore

tical values remain below the experiamital values. Discounting these 

asym>pcoic effects, the results agree, to within 10%, with the cal

culated values, even though these values were determined only for the 

case in wldch kTi^'-Zjpg^. Honce, rtthin the field range wiere 

the theory is applicable, the final trm>®^aturr of the ruby crystal
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may be predicted Wth reasonable Bu^cess When the initial temperature 

is known.

U.3 SUPERCt. NDUCTING THIM-FIIMS

In preliminary experiments on supcrconchiceire tunnnULng, an 

barrier junction was evaporated onto an end of the ruby 

cryaltaL. Such a junction showed no expected non-linear supercon

ducting currwat-TOltage, I-V, tunneling characteristics even after 

demanetiiuation in the field of 4 kiLo-gauss. Th.s particular 

experiment did not give anything cow:lustre because the BUlB::e>tibbliiy 

Maesurtmtts indicated that there was a decrease in temperature. In 

order to find wiuat was happeidung we replaced the Al-Al^O^-Al sa^le 

With an AL-Al^O^-Pb sample. The advantage in using this is that
cL^ead goes su^rcornbiuti^ at 7»2 K and hence non-linearl-V character

istics shouLd be observed before manetiiation. With this samAe* 

ntm-linear I-V cha■aatteiLrtlCB were indeed observed before 

tion but not after. Alao, these ctearaCitiBtics were indicated onLy 

when the heUna exchange gas wae present in the chaaber. Two possible 

explanations may be given for this effect:

(i) the heat-L-enk down the #h0 copper wires to the fims 

w»" so Large that when the chaabur is evacuated the 

heat goes directLy to the film and the salt only. 

Ccm8<e]uctnly, the salt and the fims remain at 

relativeLy high iempeeraures.

(ii) With even maiLL heat Leaks, the surface Layer of the 

ruby (26) may be at a much higher temperature than 

the inside of the cryetaL.

Further attempts were made on this by taping the /4o copper
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riraa onto the top flange o^ the chamber using mriting tap. Thia 

arratgamatt wan Int^M^ded to give thermal anchoring at l.^K but 

yince thermal contact between the rt.ras and flange was rather poor, 

re^uta simiar to above were obtained.



CHAPTER V

COITCUJSIONS AND RECOHMEDATTIONS

The min aim of thia experiment ia to observe the variation 

of the final temperature obtained with different magneic fields 

for a aynthetic ruby cryialtai using the method of atdiabatic demogne- 

ei.zaeloe. ALao it ms our intention during the construction of 

the txp<trimtleal chamber that thia ap]pu*atua wrnld be uaed in thin- 

fm applicationa using the ruby aa the cooling agent.

The remlta obtained for the tem)Ptateuae-ield experimenta 

aeem to agree fairly weei with the extremely aim>le theory 

developed here. A mere rigorots theory may be developed in the aame 

way. For iestaec•, during mageee:uttioe in the field H, the low 

lying orbital singlte energy levela of ruby are given by Darta (15) 

and hence the total entropy of the ayatm may be calculated from

(5.1)

wiere f ia the paolMai:iiey function or the Ferm-Drac diseaiiueioe 

function for the level m. The entropy after demagne!^^ may 

alao be ot^t^Md in a ^miar manner except m* toro are Mly to 

downers te inrtmd of four non-degenerate levela. By

eqnati^ the tneaopy during and afto MSMtixattcrn we may finid 
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th* dependence of th* final-temperature on th* magnetic field and 

th* initial temperature.

If thia systea 1* to b* used a* a coolant for thin-film work 

a few improvements should be am de:

^i^isstion of the heat leak through the electrical 

lands.

Thin may be achieved by using a better method for the 

thermal anchoring of the copper wireo. If th se leads were taken 

out of the chamber and wrapped and cemented or glued about 2 feet 

in length around a copper post immersed in liquid helium, th* 

amount of heat leak would be drastically reduced. Also poor thermal 

conductor* such a* german-silver, which ha* a conductance about 

1000 tines less than that of copper at helium temperatures, should 

be used a* leads.

(ii) Paramagnetic salt.
X.

A higher concentration of Cr^ ions ( 0.5%) is desirable

because with the field now available lower temperatures may be 

obtained. If this final temperature is near the Curie point, it 

will remain there for a much longer period because of the high 

specific heat n«-ar th* Curi* point. Also a crystal of larger 

diameter is preferred especially in the thin-fllm experiment*.

Other salt* whose Curie points are inch lower may be used 

for even lower temperatures. Ferric alum is on* of these salts. 

If it ia ccmpresced into a pill of cylindrical shape, it could be 

used a* a coolant for thin-film work. Of course, in order to 

obtain temperature homogeneity in Ferric alw., the pill should
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contain fine bare copper wire me ah to give good thermd condition 

throughout it and in order to cool the substrate of the fim 

these copper wires should all be attached to a thin copper disc 

at one end of the cylinder. A sapp^re substanate, an excellent 

thermal condtutor, would then be cem«ltad onto the disc for thin- 

fiim da)ooition.

(iii) Ugher field murnt.

A higher field superconducting magnet would give lower 

final tamflarat1ures than those obtained in this experiment.

(iv) ApparrUus.

The continuous flow of helium exchange gas into the chamber 

during magtetiUltion should be eliminated because this continuous 

flow may introduce utddairakla external heat into the chamber. 

Thud an extra vacuum tight valve is needed just on top of the 

crystat to seal, off the chamber after the helium exchange gas is 

adimtted into the chamber
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